
July 1, 2023  Shinja Kokoro no Michi Benkyōkai
Shinkon (Kami) Reveals the Principles Through Shisha

Shinji
Having manifested Kibō no Michi, Shinji Kyōkai is the environment that elevates life to Shinjitsu no Michi (the light 
of truth).

Human beings achieve a life of kaiun when they become aware of the principles through the Shinji.
The Shinji are the principles—the principles of life cannot be understood through knowledge, experience, or 
endeavor.
The lives of people come to an end without knowing the principles of life; this is their reality.

To the Shinja
Shinkon (Kami) reveals the principles to society (the world) through Shisha.
Through his unmei (power) of Shinkikonshō, Shisha protects the environment so that kaiun can be achieved.
All shinja, who learn the Shinji, the principles, and deepen their understanding, are in Kami’s hands and live out 
a life without regrets through their unmei, hence be aware of the truths of an era.

Now that the unmei (the power) of an era is moving massively, the shinja who understands the truths–the 
principles–in this age of Shinkon will be saved.

They will live a life of happiness and prosperity and give back their unmei’s strengths to society as their life (their 
kokoro) remains unconsumed by the changes of an era.
Strive to be the shinja, who lives their life sustained by the Shinji, the principles.

Summary of the Shinji

Kami is calling out to us to cherish these times when the Shinji is revealed to us through Shisha. We must never take 
for granted Kami’s guidance and the many Shinji that are revealed to us through the only Shinji Kyōkai in this world.

Following the eras of Daishin and Chokushi, we are now in the era of Shinkon—an era when we are able to manifest 
Kibō no Michi. Kibō no Michi manifests when our kokoro becomes one with Shinkon. It is the means to salvation that 
raises our jittai, draws out our unmei’s strengths, and guides us to kaiun. When we manifest Kibō no Michi in this life 
as it comes to an end, we are connected to Shinjitsu no Michi through which our souls achieve eternal salvation. This 
is the true salvation that can be attained through Shinji Kyōkai in this age of Shinkon.

To attain this ultimate salvation, we must learn the Shinji and become aware of our personal faults. As we gain this 
awareness, we must try to correct them through our kigan and become the person who gradually lives by the natural 
way of things, common sense, the truth. Kaiun is achieved when we become this person.

All Shinji is principles that teach us the natural way of things and the way the world works. If the Shinji sustains us as 
we live, our unmei’s strength, which is our latent potential, will always bloom and we will live out a life of kaiun. This 
can never be achieved through human knowledge, experience, and endeavor.

However, there are countless people whose lives come to an end without knowing the happiness that stems from a 
life that is one with their unmei. It is very sad when your entire life comes to an end without ever being able to draw 
out your latent strengths.

This is why Kami reveals the Shinji to the world through Shisha. Additionally, our kokoro is protected through the 
power of Shinkikonshō.

Shinkikonshō is the power that guides us to kaiun. When you gain awareness from the teachings and strive to apply it 
together with your kigan, your character will elevate without fail. Shinji Kyōkai provides an environment of salvation 
that deepens our understanding and allows us to live out a life where there are no regrets.

Presently, the power of an era’s unmei is moving massively to bring a world that has been moving in the wrong 
direction back to the correct path. If we remain unconsumed by these changes and continue to have the kokoro to 
give back our unmei’s strengths to the world, we will live out a life of happiness where Kibō no Michi manifests. What 
lies before us is true happiness, prosperity, and kaiun. This is why we must live our lives sustained by the teachings of 
Kami.


